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Your Life Path is 1
Your Compatibility with the 1 Life Path This is a relationship that has the potential for tremendous
opportunities and is considered a ‘power match’ if certain hurdles can be overcome. Strong
leadership capabilities and a deep inner strength are the positive manifestations of this ‘doublemint’ combination. This is not a match for the faint of heart when you consider the ‘double focus’
on competition with a drive for success on a BIG scale. In other words, who gets to be ‘King of the
Mountain’ in the relationship (this includes the bedroom)? The promise of this ‘once in a lifetime’
union sits in the balancing aspects of each chart which will show where the energies of love and
support lie.
Your Compatibility with the 2 Life Path This is a very promising combination, because, strange
as it may seem you actually have very little in common, but look a bit further and you find two
energies at play: The 1 Energy is the ‘on the throne’ and the 2 energy is ‘the power behind the
throne’. Both are needed to be successful and to maintain continued success. The gentle 2
peacemaker is the perfect backing for the driven and ambitus energy of the 1. Word of caution:
Never take your 2 for granted – they are made of star-stuff and magic is their normal and will fit
nicely into your global domination take-over plan! (go 1’s go!!!) Be sure to understand the other
aspects of your sensitive 2 to ensure smoother seas ahead.
Your Compatibility with the 3 Life Path This match is destined to be one of happiness and mutual
pleasure for a long, long time. Individualism and originality of your 1 energy coupled with the
creativity and ‘anything goes’ attitude of the three makes for a wonderful, exciting and often
adventurous relationship. The only pitfall here is the difference between your enormous ability
to follow through on tasks, while your 3 has a tendency to get bored easily and may give up on
a project before it bears fruit. You’ll help each other out in experiencing the world in more ways
than you can imagine!! What else makes your 3 tick? This insight will help you navigate a creative
and interdependent union.
Your Compatibility with the 4 Life Path This combination has the ability to be solid as a rock, but
also has the potential for crashing and burning in a blink of an eye. Both energies are gifted in
the areas of persistence and ambition. However, this is where your dear 4 energy has got you in
spades as far as ‘doing things that are properly done’ with patience, fortitude and patience. In
a nutshell, your 4 has their feet firmly planted on the ground and this could be grounds for war
for you dear 1 and push against your ‘damn the consequences’ response. Respect is needed
to make this union last: both qualities are needed for success, prosperity and abundance in all
aspects of your union together. Be sure to know if your loving 4 has any 1’s backing their chart –
that will make all the difference!
Your Compatibility with the 5 Life Path The compatibility of these two numbers is just about as
good as it gets. Never a danger of boredom, complacency, or emptiness in this relationship and
believe me, it’ll have heads turning and people whispering, ‘how do they do it year after year?’
Like wind and fire, the personality traits in this combination can both create and destroy, but the
one and five feed on each other and respect each other’s powers. They are like a blacksmith
and his anvil, and when they set out side by side to fulfill their goals, and dreams, nothing can
withstand their combined forces. Be clear, the devil is in the details, so if you are struggling with
your freedom fighter 5, dig a little deeper to understand both of your charts!
Your Compatibility with the 6 Life Path You, Dear 1, are fortunate in this union. Your 6 lover reflects
a great capacity for love, understanding, sacrifice and support. But you Dear 1 are not the only
one who is fortunate in this relationship: you will protect and defend your 6 through thick and
thin. This is a combination that can last for a long time, without ever going through the kind of
turbulence so many other relationships experience. The priorities differ in this coupling and if you
are aware of the other aspects of your 6’s chart, the value of each perspective and individual
quality will be a powerful force in all that you do. Passion is absolutely here in this match, but just
as the 2, protect it as a new-born babe.

Your Compatibility with the 7 Life Path Lovely 1, this combination sometimes works ~ and sometimes
doesn’t. The initial connection between this energy is usually intellectual. The 1 energy of desiring
to wander away from the beaten path will be willingly embraced with thoughtful enthusiasm
and creativity. You have met your match with this intensely curious 7 energy who willingly stirs
old concepts and opens the doors to the unconventional ~ and this includes the bedroom!
Independence is the name of the game with this match, so as long as you know who you are,
and they know who they are, there is absolutely zero reason why this relationship can’t shoot for
the stars and beyond.
Your Compatibility with the 8 Life Path This combination brings 2 captains on the same ship
together ~ compromise is definitely needed to make this puppy sing for the long-term. If not,
arguments that are up and over the top is a given and who wants that? With that said, you both
have good business instincts, which could result in very successful shared endeavors. Neither of
you accepts anything less than full respect and an equal playing field. Similarly, neither one of you
can be dominated or accept being someone’s side-kick, so in a nutshell, clear communication
will be needed in order to make this relationship hum. This match simply begs you to know more
about what makes your 8 tick – dig deeper into their chart to find out!
Your Compatibility with the 9 Life Path Yin and Yang, Light and Dark, the great Alpha and
Omega are a few metaphors to describe this relationship. The odds of this union ‘sticking’ are
slim indeed simply because there is such a vast difference in how both experience the world of
thought, word, and deed. There is an oil and water aspect here that must be acknowledged for
a long-term love match to remain. You dress differently, have very different tastes and consider
different things important. Chances are you are each other’s polar opposite and while we say
opposites attract, they also tend to push each other away when they get too close or simply
don’t understand the deeper underpinnings of you both are! Learn more and focus on simple,
unconditional love for each other.
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